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holzapfel �nonlinear solid mechanics� [2000], chapter 2.5-2.8, pages 76-109

205 - kinematics

me338 - syllabus

305 - kinematics

kinematic equations                   de-
scribe the motion of objects without the 
consideration of the masses or forces that 
bring about the motion. the basis of kine- 
matics is the choice of coordinates. the 
1st and 2nd time derivatives of the posi-
tion coordinates give the velocities and 
accelerations. the difference in placement 
between the beginning and the final state 
of two points in a body expresses the nu-
merical value of strain. strain expresses 
itself as a change in size and/or shape. 

kinematic equations

405 - kinematics

kinematics           is the study of motion 
per se, regardless of the forces causing 
it. the primitive concepts concerned are 
position, time and body, the latter 
abstracting into mathematical terms intui-
tive ideas about aggregations of matter 
capable of motion and deformation. 

chadwick �continuum mechanics� [1976]

kinematic equations
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motion

reference configuration
@ time t0 

current configuration
@ time t 
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motion

with

with

• spatial deformation map

• material deformation map
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spatial deformation map

• spatial deformation map
with
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material deformation map

with
• material deformation map
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derivatives
• material time derivative of a material field 


• material gradient of a material field


• spatial time derivative of a spatial field


• spatial gradient of a spatial field


• temporal derivative of     - velocity  (material time deriv.)

1005 - kinematics

temporal derivatives

with

• temporal derivative of     - acceleration (material time der.)


with
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spatial derivatives

• nonlinear deformation map
with

• spatial derivative of      - deformation gradient
with

1205 - kinematics

deformation gradient

• transformation of line elements deformation gradient
with

• uniaxial tension (incompr), simple shear, rotation
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jacobian & volume change

• transformation of volume elements - determinant of 

• changes in volume - determinant of deformation gradient
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stretch & deformation tensor

• stretch

• right Cauchy-Green deformation tensor
with

with and

1
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green lagrange strain tensor

• green-lagrange strain tensor
with

• stretch
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green lagrange strain tensor

• green-lagrange strain tensor

• deformation gradient

• small strain

nonlinear 
term
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stretch & deformation tensor

• stretch

• left Cauchy-Green deformation tensor / finger tensor
with

with

1

and
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euler almansi strain tensor

• euler-almansi strain tensor and co-variant push forward
with

with

with
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euler almansi strain tensor

• euler-almansi strain tensor

• inverse deformation gradient

• small strain

nonlinear 
term

discontinuous kinematics

example 01: interface elements
macroscopic approach: lump failure between elements 

limitation: failure zone must be known a priori 

1d interface 2d interface

utzinger, bos, floeck, menzel, kuhl, renz, friedrich, schlarb, steinmann [2008] 



discontinuous kinematics

thermal impact welded single lap tensile specimen

simulation with interfaces predicts characteristic behavior

example 01: interface elements

utzinger, bos, floeck, menzel, kuhl, renz, friedrich, schlarb, steinmann [2008] 

discontinuous kinematics

simulation vs electronic speckle pattern interferometry

example 01: interface elements

utzinger, bos, floeck, menzel, kuhl, renz, friedrich, schlarb, steinmann [2008] 

discontinuous kinematics

slope stability problem
example 02: multiscale elements

discontinuous kinematics

san francisco landslide

NBC, Feb 27, 2007. A landslide overnight in San Francisco damaged an apartment 
building and left other structures in precarious situations. A wide swath of 
hillside came thundering down on a strip club and several apartment buildings in 
the city’s North Beach district Tuesday. At least 120 residents were displaced and 
several buildings declared off-limits as engineers tried to figure out how to 
stabilize the cliff to prevent further damage. 

example 02: multiscale elements



discontinuous kinematics

discretization of granular 
microstructure to visualize 

failure mechanism

slope stability problem

meier, steinmann, kuhl [2008] 

example 02: multiscale elements

discontinuous kinematics

1d crack element

element nodes are doubled upon cracking 

example 03: discontinuous elements

mergheim, kuhl, steinmann, kuhl [2005] 

discontinuous kinematics

crack elements evolve dynamically

2d crack element

example 03: discontinuous elements

mergheim, kuhl, steinmann, kuhl [2005] 

discontinuous kinematics

example 03: discontinuous elements

jager, steinmann, kuhl [2008] 



discontinuous kinematics

nooru-mohamed test

example 03: discontinuous elements

jager, steinmann, kuhl [2008] 

discontinuous kinematics

L-shaped specimen test

example 03: discontinuous elements

jager, steinmann, kuhl [2008] 

discontinuous kinematics

example 03: discontinuous elements

jager, steinmann, kuhl [2008] 

discontinuous kinematics

peel test & the chewing gum model

mergheim, kuhl, steinmann [2007] 

example 03: discontinuous elements
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non-symmetric peel test

jager, steinmann, kuhl [2008] 

example 03: discontinuous elements

discontinuous kinematics

symmetric peel test

jager, steinmann, kuhl [2008] 

example 03: discontinuous elements

discontinuous kinematics
jager, schmalholz, schmid, kuhl [2008] 

example 03: discontinuous elements

discontinuous kinematics

brittle fracture during folding of rocks

jager, schmalholz, schmid, kuhl [2008] 

example 03: discontinuous elements


